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Let us guide you through beer tastings and 

emerge knowing more than your fancy friends. 

We’ll tell you a story from ingredients and 

flavours, to beer styles and food pairings, all 

while sipping the goods. Get the basics, refine 

your hosting skills, and learn how to navigate 

the beer aisle!    
 

Delivered to all participants 
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All options include a virtual expert-guided talk while tasting 4 beer styles, home delivery 

to anywhere in Ontario, and a tasty selection of beer put together by our Brewmaster.  

 

 

 

Option 1: $50 per person 

- 8 cans of 355ml beer: 2 x 4 distinct styles to showcase various flavour profiles and 

ingredients (one for tasting, one for later) ex: Blonde Ale, IPA, Belgian Saison, Stout 

Option 2: $85 per person 

- 12pk of 355ml cans of beer: 2 x 6 distinct styles to showcase various flavour profiles 

and ingredients (4 will be part of the guided group tasting), ex: Blonde Ale, IPA, 

Session Ale, New England IPA, Belgian Saison, Stout 

- 2 x Eastbound tulip tasting glasses  

- $10 virtual gift card for our online store  

Option 3: $120 per person 

- 2 x 950ml ‘Crowler’ cans of one of our 

specialty draught beers.  

- 12pk of 355ml cans of beer: 2 x 6 distinct 

styles to showcase various flavour profiles 

and ingredients, ex: Blonde Ale, IPA, 

Session Ale, New England IPA, Belgian 

Saison, Stout 

- 2 x Eastbound tulip tasting glasses  

- $25 virtual gift card for our online store  

Option 4: $160 per person 

- 1 case of 24 x 355ml cans of beer, with at 

least 6 other distinct styles of beer.  

- 2 x Eastbound tulip tasting glasses 

- 4 x Food pairing snacks by Chef Tara   

- $50 virtual gift card for our online store  

Add-ons:  
Get the guided talk directly from Brewmaster Dave and Chef Tara, pending availability: $150 

Merchandise - Toques, T-Shirts, Hoodies, as requested: Pricing dependent on order.  
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